Approaches

Policy Research Center Bangladesh (PRC.bd) aims to achieve its goals through co-operative learning, raising social and corporate awareness, making in-depth evaluation of existing policies and promoting the implementation of the policies to stimulate national growth and encourage citizen’s participation and ownership in its development.

PRC.bd contributes through the following mean in its efforts to create conducive environment for unbiased and non-confrontation dialogue and policy discourse development:

- Policy Research
- Policy Dialogue
- Journal
- Conferences
- Subject Specific Research Journals.

**Policy Research** is the primary stem of PRC.bd. Key national policies are reviewed critically and extensively by expert research team. Through in depth primary, secondary and comparative study and analysis of the existing policies, the researchers in PRC.bd suggest possible alternatives to maximize potential of informed public discussions. Additionally, various established research methodologies are employed in order to ensure confidence level of the policy research product and are disseminated through dialogues for validation and building people’s consensus.

**Policy Dialogues** are addressing current affairs are organized with a conscious and unbiased facilitation of all relevant stakeholder participation. The participants attending dialogues range from notable academicians, sectoral experts, politicians, government officials, donor agencies, non-governmental organizations in relevance to the discourse of the policy dialogue. PRC.bd promotes frank and free environment for productive dialogue between the sectoral representatives. The dialogues strive to bridge the gaps between multi sectoral understandings, challenges and create an environment conducive for forming development partnerships.

**Conferences** are held on a quarterly basis, and are usually comprised of important national and international figures such as policy makers, economist, researches, academician, ambassadors, high commissioners, donors, think tanks and other civil society representatives around the world. Major national and international issues are discussed and consensus is built in these conferences and often multi-sectoral co-operation are developed following on from the conference. These conferences also facilitate grounds for idea generation for policy alternatives and recommendations for international co-operations between government departments and other associated bodies are developed.

**PRC-Journal** is an informal journal, ISSN: 2306-2541, published by a group of academicians, industrial people and experts, research scholars, and diplomats for contributing in civil society through
articles, notes, essays and such writings of contemporary vital issues. This journal pleads with and
summons articles in some sectors which are required to take into account by the civil society by
researching and by exchanging ideas. Each article submitted is sent out for assessment to the Editorial
Board. Articles recommended by the board are generally accepted for publication.

Business Review-Bangladesh (BRB) is an International journal, ISSN: 2224-1884 published by
a group of academicians of public and private universities, industrial people and experts, research
scholars, and businessmen for contributing in civilization through articles of contemporary business
issues along with technological progress. BRB obtain articles in the aforesaid sectors from subject in
relevant field. An article submitted is sent out for evaluation to at least one consultant reader of the
panel of readers. Articles recommended by the consultant readers are by and large accepted for
publication.